Customer communications
part of marcom

is

Marketing communications is a large, unwieldy term. It covers
a bunch of stuff, from public relations to advertising, to
printed materials and trade show displays. Really, marketing
communications is any communications that helps to market your
product/service/organization. This why you should consider
customer communications also part of your marcom effort.
Let me illustrate how a failure to communicate with customers
can have a marketing impact:
I ordered a book from one of the Amazon sellers (the
individuals or businesses that sell books for cheaper than
Amazon does). I have done this many times before, in fact,
just the week previous I had received both a book and a DVD I
ordered this way. I received confirmation on July 6 that the
order was received and on July 7 I got an email telling me
that my order had shipped, and I could expect it any time
between July 14 and 28.
My experience told me that usually it takes about a week to
get your stuff, and I diligently checked with my front desk to
see if my package had arrived. By July 21, two weeks after the
seller said my stuff was shipped, there was no sign of the
book. I started to suspect that a) they sent ground mail
through China or b) that they had never sent it at all. On
July 24 I contacted the seller through their website. By
Tuesday I had received no answer, so I contacted them through
Amazon. The response was this:
Thank you for your inquiry. We appreciate your patronage and
interest in our merchandise. Our records indicate that this
order was shipped via USPS Bound Printed Matter, which
usually arrives within 4-14 business days. This method is

not traceable, and we cannot provide a definite date for
delivery. We apologize that there was confusion regarding
the delivery times you could expect. The listing for each
item includes a statement “usually ships in 1-2 business
days”. Although it does state that the item will be shipped
in two business days, delivery may take 4-14 business days.
We have noticed that the expectation created by these
messages can create confusion and we are working diligently
to correct this situation. Please feel free to contact us if
you have any additional questions.
Sincerely,
Customer Service
Superbookdeals
AB
Notice how they tell me that Amazon is creating false
expectations, and that they don’t offer to do ANYTHING for me.
By July 28, officially the last day I could receive the
package before filing a claim, I still had not received
anything and wrote them again. This is their response.
Thank you for your inquiry. We appreciate your patronage and
interest in our merchandise. Our records indicate that this
order was shipped via USPS Bound Printed Matter, which
usually arrives within 4-14 business days. This method is
not traceable, and we cannot provide a definite date for
delivery. We apologize that there was confusion regarding
the delivery times you could expect. The listing for each
item includes a statement “usually ships in 1-2 business
days”. Although it does state that the item will be shipped
in two business days, delivery may take 4-14 business days.
We have noticed that the expectation created by these
messages can create confusion and we are working diligently
to correct this situation. Please feel free to contact us if
you have any additional questions.

Sincerely,
Customer Service
Superbookdeals
AB
Look familiar? Same response as before. No attempt to resolve
the situation, and no information whatsoever.
I got the book on July 29.
The order, according to the
invoice inside the package, had been processed on July 19 and
had not shipped until July 21. The seller sent the package
two weeks later than they claimed to Amazon. Basically, they
lied. How likely am I to shop with these people ever again?
Not very. In fact, I gave them the lowest rating and
complained to Amazon about it.
Better customer communications would have nipped this problem
in the bud. Say the seller wrote me and said we’re sorry, we
made a mistake with your order, and we were unable to ship
when we promised. Wouldn’t I have been more understanding? Of
course I would. Instead, they sent me a canned response,
taking absolutely no responsibility for the situation and
actually blaming Amazon instead. Additionally, there is no
good way to reach the seller directly nor a name of a person.
Customer communications are your one-on-one way to promote
your company/service/organization. If you can’t market one-toone you should not be marketing on a larger scale.
Sadly, this turns me off from the Amazon seller program. It
tells me that Amazon is not vetting its sellers enough and
that you don’t know what you are going to get.
Bottom line is if you want to keep your customers happy, do a
good job communicating with them.

